
Draft Meeting Notes from the EMA-TC Teleconference
Date: July 23, 2010

12:00-13:00 EDT
Next Meeting: Aug. 06, 2010

Note from the chair: we extend our thanks to Evotec (Tim Grapes) for providing their  
teleconferencing number on short notice to substitute the failing FEMA conference lines.

1. Attendance

Agha Ahmed (AA) Aviv Siegel (AS) Bill Tabor (BT) Buddy Ackerman (BA)

Camille Osterloh* (CO) Claire Carpenter (CC) Daniel Ryan (DR) Dara Ung (DaU)

David Box (DB) Dee Schur (DS) Denis Gusty (DG) Don Beattie (DoB)

Don Uyl (DoU) Donald McGarry* (DMG) Doug Allport* (DA) Elysa Jones (EJ)

Gary Timm* (GT) Gavin Treadgold (GTr) Hans Jespersen (HJ) Herbert White (HW)

Jacob Westfall (JWe) Jane Harnad (JH) Jeff Waters (JWa) Mark Titus (MT)

Mary McRae (MMR) Norm Paulsen (NP) Patrick Gannon (PG) Paul Denning (PD)

Rex Brooks* (RB) Rob Torchon* (RT) Robin Cover (RC) Shayne Barr (SB)

Sukumar Dwarkanath (SD) Thomas Ferrentino* (TF) Thomas Merkle (TM) Tim Grapes (TG)

Werner Joerg* (WJ) William Cox (WCx) William Flannigan Jr. (WF) William Kalin (WK)

* indicates voting member

Guest: Tim Gilmore

Quorum – achieved

2. Review of Agenda: PG's suggestions added under 4. Subgroup reports – Outreach & Education 
– see revised agenda 20100723_EMA-TC_Agenda_rev1.doc.

3. Review of meeting notes – 20100709_Draft_EMA-TC_Minutes:
◦ GT observes  conflict  in  short  notation  TG intended  to  refer  to  Tim Gilmore.  All  such 

references are to be replaced with their full name.
◦ RB notes that there is no explanation for EDXL# - we agree to add a footnote by its first 

appearance and designate it henceforth as EDXLSharp.
RB moves to accept notes as amended; GT seconds. Approved.

4. Subgroup Reports:
• Collateral & Documents   (RB): has not had a meeting in the past 4 weeks. Next meeting this 

coming Tuesday – consider using “FreeConference” if problems with FEMA lines persist.
• Events & Demos   (TF):

◦ Last  call  was  run  by  JH  to  discuss  IAEM  arrangements.  Remember  deadline  for 
registering (Interop demos and webinar) is Aug. 1.

◦ About the workshop submission - PG: no feedback yet. TF: FEMA/IPAWS had already 
received notice of rejection – GT: by whom? TF to retrieve contact and pass on to PG. 
No further info about rejection beyond large number of applications.

• Outreach and Education   (PG):

http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/emergency-adopt/download.php/38767/20100723_EMA-TC_Agenda_rev1.doc


◦ Results of EDXL-101 webinar (July 15, 2010):
- Over 170 people registered, 104 online participants
- Archives are available: http://www.oasis-open.org/events/webinars/
CO: we had a very good response from the community and a lot of good questions. This 
was the first  time that we used the OASIS webinar capability and it  looks good for 
followup webinars. We will need to discuss how we want to proceed from here – topic 
sequences, depth, timeline, …
RB notes that this is a valuable resource and that he'll start using it for presentations.
GT  intends  to  use  the  slides  and  tailor  the  presentation  to  his  audience  –  great 
information, laid out well.
PG: we will be discussing these topics and the next webinar (October?) at the Aug. 04 
SC call.

◦ How to further promote existing educational material (e.g. WCDM Poster Presentation, 
EDXL 101 Webinar, etc.)

- EI  MS  Activities  webpage  has  been  updated  with  a  link  to  the  webinar: 
http://www.oasis-emergency.org/activities. Poster and Slides done for WCDM are not 
yet available – action item for JH.

- EMA-TC webpage needs to be updated with that info too, e.g. under Expository 
Work section – action item for WJ.

- Using social media (e.g. LinkedIn) to help promote by posting articles that include 
links back to some of this material. There are 2 options to consider:

i. Form a “Social Networking group under OASIS” (approved at EMA-TC call of 
100709).  WJ raises  question whether  this  group should be “under  EMA-TC” 
rather than “under OASIS”, and whether we can form such subgroups (not SC) in 
the first place. PG: is not aware of any OASIS policy around this, but there is an 
OASIS  group  under  LinkedIn,  set  up  by  Carol  Geyer  (CG)  –  there  are  no 
subgroups yet and we do not know if this can be done – action item for TF: 
clarify with CG. About naming the group: should include EDXL, but spelled out, 
and reference CAP explicitly.

ii. Searching for Emergency Management groups under LinkedIn brings up several 
screens of EM groups, with EM professionals being the most popular. Any of our 
members who have joined any of those groups could add educational elements to 
topics and point back to our products. PG's inquiry about members present being 
affiliated with such groups is met with silence, but RB notes that he has joined a 
Google  Group  called  Crisis  Common  –  “it's  boring”.  PG  stresses  that  EM 
professionals and Disaster Management professionals have joined LinkedIn, and 
somebody has already posted a topic related to “What is the value of IPAWS” 
explainig  CAP  vs.  IPAWS.  So  this  is  a  good  time  to  put  out  educational 
information,  because  people  are  hearing  things,  but  do  not  have  a  good 
understanding of the differences between products, standards and programs.

◦ Decide how best to announce and promote the EDXL Product Directory (PG)

- There are 11 products listed now -  http://www.oasis-emergency.org/products. Now 
it is time to move to the promotional stage.

- WJ:  A  first  official  announcement  has  been  made  during  the  EDXL-101 
presentation, July15.

https://webmail.ieminc.com/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.oasis-emergency.org/products
http://www.oasis-emergency.org/activities
http://www.oasis-open.org/events/webinars/


- CO suggests that a  paragraph write-up and a  shorter  write-up with a link to the 
directory be prepared for members to include in their writings. There should be also a 
longer press releases and a more detailed writing (1 or more pages). Action item for CO: 
prepare drafts  drawing on her  earlier  announcements.  Target:  primarily non-vendors. 
WJ: send write-up also to the Member Section (MS). RB: the plan was to make an 
announcement to the MS once we have enough vendors registered; it may be time also 
to announce it to NCOIC.

- PG clarifies: the suggestion is to create a standard text (1 or 2 paragraphs), with a 
long version (multiple pages) fully describing purpose, usage etc., and a short version (1 
or 2 sentences) to be used for posting elsewhere (OASIS News, EM/EMA TC pages, 
etc) and pointing back to the long version.

- GT wonders about the paragraph at the top of the directory – the assessment is that it 
needs to be modified. About the intent of the writings – go to the directory and use it, or 
add more material: emphasis on the former, but always with an invitation to also add.

Action item for CO: take her original writeup targeted at vendors and modify it for end 
users. Once approved by the TC, the O&E SC will then determine locations for placing 
the write-ups and TC members can start to distribute to “friends and neighbors”. GT: 
e.g.  Amy  Sebring  had  shown  interest  in  posting  a  link  at  FEMA.gov/ 
Disastermanagement.  (that's  the old DMIS and DM site  –  created when DM OPEN 
moved to FEMA – TF: it will actually be under IPAWS from Oct. 1 on).

◦ Opportunity for  full-page  ad  in  Sept.  Edition  of  Emergency Management  Magazine 
(PG): at the time of placing our article in the May edition of EM Magazine, the idea of 
placing an ad close by the article emerged. Discussions about timing for ad placement 
led to consider it being placed closer in time to the IAEM Interop event. This idea has 
resurfaced when EM Magazine allowed for a non-profit discount, dropping the price 
from 4k to 3k. The Member Section (MS) budget has still 3k for C&D that could be 
used to that effect. RB offers his well qualified services (pro bono) to work on the ad. 
WJ has concerns about this path since C&D still has plans for rewriting and printing 
promotional material for distribution at IAEM. The ensuing discussion (RB, PG, CO) 
concludes that this task would draw around $200-300 and this could be allocated from 
other budget categories (e.g. travel) – would need to be brought to the next MS meeting 
(Aug.  13).  PG  expects  that  the  EM  Magazine  editor  could  wait  till  that  date,  if 
everything is ready to go. RB: timeline is very tight and the C&D meeting schedule 
would  demand  that  by  Aug.  10  the  SC  signs  off  on  the  ad,  leaving  no  room  for 
substantive changes. Therefore, anyone who wants to contribute to the theme of the ad 
should join the C&D SC meeting of Jul. 27. Precondition for all that is that the TC gives 
go-ahead to C&D.

Motion (RB moves): the EMA-TC tasks the C&D SC to produce the [EM Magazine] ad 
in time for the MS Steering Committee to approve at their Aug. 13 meeting. This gives 
the TC a chance to review whatever is in progress on Aug. 6. PG seconds. Discussion – 
WJ: by the Aug. 6 TC meeting we'd like to have a cost estimate for the promotional 
material production. PG takes action item to speak to the MS Steering Committee chair 
to look at budget and determine if its doable. WJ takes action item to follow up with 
OASIS regarding production cost of the promotional material. Motion is approved.

We are out of time, but WJ insists on a brief overview of the agenda topics.



5. Current Business:

• C&D: main issues have been adressed above – all on-going.
• E&D: IAEM has been addressed above.
• O&E: Product Directory and EDXL-101 have been reported above.
• Validating EDXL implementations: discussion postponed

6. New Business:

• EDXL-101 follow ups – naming and topics: assigned to O&E
• Participation of EMA-SCs in Social Networking Group: will be picked up in conjunction 

with “Validating EDXL implementations”.

GT moves to adjourn, RB seconds.

Session adjourned 13:05.

Redacted and submitted by

Werner Joerg, co-Chair
OASIS EMA-TC 100729/wbj


